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Dear Students and Families: 
  
I trust that you are well as you enjoy the spring and the warm weather it has 
brought with it.  The warmth of the sun and the beauty and color of the flowers 
always brings renewed hope and it revitalizes us.  I wish you a great spring. 
 
Though it may seem hard to believe, we have just completed two thirds of the 
school year and your children are being given their report cards this Friday the 
22nd to bring home.  We ask you to please take the time to review with them 
their grades and do not hesitate to reach out to your child’s teachers and/or 
guidance counselor should you have any questions.  Our school counselors are 
also reviewing all grades and we’ll reach out to the families of those we have 
concerns about. 
 
With the arrival of the third trimester, we have begun to plan end of year 
activities for our students.  I am pleased to share with you the dates for grade 8 
events: class trip-June 11th, writing essay final presentation-June 13th, class 
dinner dance-June14th and moving on ceremony-June 17th.  Additional details 
for these events and dates for grade 6 and 7 end of year activities will be shared 
with you soon. 
 
I was very pleased to join several of you at Framingham High School to enjoy the 
outstanding performance by our Jazz Band led by Mrs. Diane Jasinski.  They 
sounded great, and I am very pleased that so many of our students have decided 
to make the commitment to join the band.  I was also very proud to be with 
Mayor Spicer and Supt Tremblay at the Memorial Building last week to observe 
fifty-one of our 8th graders reenact the Constitutional Convention.  I was deeply 
impressed by their oratorical skills and their knowledge of the facts of this time 
frame.  Job well done Mr. Zieky and students. 
 
Lastly, I want to invite all of you to participate on our annual Master Chef 
Contest(formerly known as the Chili Cook-Off) on April 6th at Fuller. Flyers with 
details about this event have been sent home with the students. 
As always I thank you for your continued support and collaboration.  
  
Jose P. Duarte, Principal  
Fuller Middle School. 
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MCAS Dates 
April 23-24 English 
Language Arts 
 
May 14-15 Mathematics 
 
May 21-22 Science, 
Technology and 
Engineering (Gr 8 only) 
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FALCONS OF THE MONTH 
Lime – Addison Jones   Opal – Eli Febus 
Platinum – Emma Peterson   Crimson – Shayla Boconzaca 
Tangerine – Ryam Pablo Pereira   Green – Rose Rodney 
Blue – Jay Jay Jimenez 
Specials – Juliana Bernardo, Caroline Galvani, Carolina Rodriguez Holanda 
Gold – Santiago Londono, Derek Glass, Gustavo Mota 
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As the weather improves, students are getting really excited to get their trimester two report cards 
and maybe even get outside for recess. Only one snow day, that’s crazy! But not as crazy as the 
Variety Show, which happens on March 22nd where many of the sixth grade teachers show off 
their talents. 
 
In ELA, students have started to read the novel, Flush by Carl Hiaasen.  Our focus will be vocabulary 
and figurative language. We will also introduce our research project that will focus on an 
environmental issue of the student’s choice. Students will create a pamphlet or infographic to 
teach others about the issue chosen. 
 
Science class is concluding our plate tectonics unit with a choice board where students are 
researching two topics and developing a variety of products. Students used their knowledge of 
continental drift and sea-floor spreading as evidence to explain the modern theory of plate 
tectonics. Soon students will move on to learning about matter and the difference between     
endo- and exothermic reactions. 
 
In Math class, students continue to work on our expressions and equations unit. Students have 
learned how to solve one step equations using inverse operations. Students are being introduced 
to what pre-algebra will look like. Students have enjoyed this unit which will take us right into the 
start of April when we begin our geometry unit.  
 
In Social Studies, we are starting our Africa unit. Students will start with an examination of the 
geography and topography of the continent. They will then learn about the effects of colonization 
on the people of Africa and how it influences the development of these countries today. They will 
read the book A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park about the conflict in Sudan. 
 
We are looking forward to a great trimester three and April break is only a few short weeks away! 



7th GRADE TEAMS 
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In Social Studies we have closed out our Egypt unit. Students learned about famous Pharaohs 
and Queens of ancient Egypt; the process and importance of mummification; as well as the 
major art, architecture, and technological accomplishments including medicine, dentistry, 
construction, and cosmetics. We have just begun our exploration of ancient Greece. As we dig 
deeper into our unit on Ancient Greece, we will learn about Alexander The Great, Greek trade 
and currency, the differences between Athenian and Spartan civilizations, and Greece's 
influence on modern day Democracy. 
 
In Ms. Paradiso and Mr. Volpe's ELA classes we are working on identifying and writing the 
climax of a story. We have learned that a story's climax is an important turning point, and are 
practicing our understanding and use of cause and effect to write passages that clearly lead up 
to, and happen as a result of, our story's climax. Over the next month, we will complete our 
stories and beginning to assemble a portfolio of our work. Our final portfolio will contain:  
 

• a five-passage story,  
• a research essay, and  
• a reflection on the process of creating our own piece of creative writing.  

 
We can’t wait to share our work with our friends and families! 
 
In math, we have wrapped up our Ratios and Proportions Unit with percents and scale 
drawings. We have now begun working with Expressions and Equations, where students will be 
able to identify and create equivalent expressions, as well as solve two-step equations. 
Students will be able to apply these skills to solve real-world problems. 
 
The Tangerine science students are looking at historical data (population graphs, natural 
resource distribution, water quality studies) to see how populations impact natural resources 
(water, minerals, and energy supplies). Please ask your kiddos to share their findings with you! 



 
 
 
 

 8TH GRADE TEAMS 

RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY, AND RESULTS 

The eighth grade Ocean Team students continue to grow and develop their skills as we enter the 
third trimester of the school year.  As teachers, we maintain our commitment to our kids by 
recognizing their efforts and celebrating them in meaningful and fun ways. Please ask your child 
about the team raffles from the “Box of Awesome” and the “Teacher Discretion Prizes,” which 
continue as a favorite this year.   
 
Students accepted to Keefe Tech for high school had a welcome meeting with members of the 
Keefe staff.  Our eager and excited eighth graders were able to spend some time with classmates 
who are now part of the incoming freshman class.  All students who attended the meeting left 
with new Keefe t-shirts, so they can proudly show their school spirit. 
 
Next, with winter coming to an end and April break just around the bend, our students continue 
to prepare for the approaching MCAS tests that will begin soon after we return from Spring 
recess.  All teachers are mindful of the skills students need to practice and are incorporating them 
in their regular lessons. Students are reading difficult texts and sharing their understanding 
through writing.  Across all classes, students support their ideas with evidence and engage in 
meaningful academic conversations in small groups or in whole-class discussions through the 
Socratic seminar process. 
 
Lastly, on Wednesday March 13, approximately 50 Ocean students participated in a Constitutional 
Convention simulation at the Memorial Building in Framingham, accompanied by Mr. Zieky, Mrs. 
Hunt, and Mr. Duarte. Students acted as delegates from the 12 states that contributed to the 
Constitutional Convention of 1787. The debate included what representation should look like in 
Congress and the growing power of the federal government.  Holding the simulation at the 
Memorial Building added a sense of realism to the Convention, which made for an exciting 
opportunity for the student volunteers, as each was able to see them self as a future city 
councilor, representative, or senator.  
 
Even though the students were debating issues from 1787, those issues (i.e. representation in 
Congress and the power of the Federal Government) are still relevant today. In addition, having 
Mayor Spicer join in the process was inspiring for everyone.  Also, Dr. Tremblay was in attendance 
and he encouraged the students to pursue all occasions to be more civic minded within our great 
city of Framingham. Overall, the event was an enormous success and could not have come to 
fruition without the support of all of the Ocean teachers and the additional organizational 
assistance of Ms. Virdinlia. All Social Studies classes look forward to continuing exploration of the 
Constitution and the U.S. Government. 
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The Crimson Team is welcoming spring by proudly showing the work they have done in their MCAS Alt binders. 
Students have put forth a lot of effort into their work and as teachers we are very impressed with all of the 
students! Students who do not have ALT binders are working on test preparation skills for the upcoming MCAS 
tests.  
 
In Math, students are in the final stages of creating their amusement parks. They are working on improving basic 
math skills using IReady. Groups are learning about measuring tools and how measurement is important when you 
are cooking. In addition, students are learning how to convert from one unit to another.  
 
In Social Studies, we continue to improve our reading, writing, and thinking skills by practicing! We researched 
colonial jobs so that we can write an opinion essay. Our essay topic will be: What are the 3 most important colonial 
jobs/trades and WHY? Students will be defending their claims! We are working our way up to the essay by reading 
mentor texts, doing important vocabulary work, and discussing jobs/trades in small groups. The Celtics are 
continuing their work with life skills. They are learning about careers and exploring different jobs within the 
community.  
 
In Science, all students have finished the units on weather. They enjoyed charting the daily weather, predicting the 
temperature, and learning about various cloud formations. Celtics and Bruins are now studying the 5 Senses. The 
students are very interested in learning how each body part works to help us use our senses. The Red Sox and 
Patriots have started learning about Newton’s Three Laws of Motion by focusing on learning the important 
vocabulary for each law. They will also learn how these laws relate to everyday life.  
 
The Revolution team has just wrapped up a long unit about matter; measuring it, identifying it’s properties and 
recognizing how matter can change states. In math, groups have been hard at work learning to identify polygons 
by the number of sides and naming them correctly. Students have written about their expertise, things that they 
know a lot about, and explaining to the reader what makes them experts in these topics.  
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GOLD TEAM 

ESL1 SS Mrs. Machado  currently we are studying unit 4 which is about Civil Rights. Students are 
acquiring new vocabulary words, reading books about the Civil Rights Movement in United States, 
and asking questions about how change affects things that are unfair and identifying the civil rights 
issues we face today. They are also watching video and contributing very well to the classroom 
debates. 
 
ESL1 LA Mrs. Machado students are learning about technology.  That is the theme for unit 4. They 
are reading articles about how technologies  help scientists learn about wild animals in their 
natural habitat. They are also investigating how technology can help us communicate, and  what 
technology enables us to do. They are very engaged and actively participating in class . 
 
Science  - grade 6 - Ms. Aguiar - the students are studying about matter, its characteristics and 
phases, and will be doing centers pretty soon. 
Grade 7 - the students are working on centers that involve center of gravity and inertia. 
Grade 8 - the students are working really hard on MCAS tests, opens responses and getting 
familiarized with the new MCAS glossary in Portuguese. 
 
 
 
 

Promoting the Success of Our Children  
in Life and in School   

(Scenes from a parent  meeting on Tuesday, March 19) 
  
This event was truly successful due to the high turnout of 
parents and their children. Thirty-eight parents/guardians 
and about twenty students and their young siblings 
attended the event. 
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UNIFIED ARTS 

Students have been hard at work both in and out of school in the arts at Fuller.  
 
The Fuller Jazz band performed for Music In Our Schools at FHS on March 20th, and the Fuller A 
Cappella Club recently performed America The Beautiful at a Providence Bruins game on March 
8th. Fuller Drama Company has also been hard at work rehearsing their spring METG Festival play, 
Box by Lindsay Price. Their preview show is going to be at Cameron Middle School on Friday, April 
26th, and their performance slot is Saturday, April 27th at Cameron Middle school. The exact times 
are TBD. 
 
In school, we are looking forward to several other concerts. All middle school 8th grade chorus 
groups will perform for Music in Our Schools on May 22nd at 7pm at FHS alongside the high school 
chorus. The Fuller Band's Spring Concert with McCarthy and Brophy Grade 5 bands is at 7pm on 
May 29th. Our town wide Orchestra Concert is at June 4th, 2019 at 7pm. Our students have done a 
great job preparing for these events, and we hope to see you there. 
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STUDENT SUPPORT TEAM 

Teens and Decision Making                                                                                                                                                                   
The SODAS Model 

 
The teen years are difficult for most families. They want to assert their independence while the parents want to 
retain their control and influence. Students are most at risk of school failure, involvement with law enforcement, 
and dependence on social service agencies. The ability to make “good” choices is critical, yet too often this skill is 
assumed by parents, schools and other adults rather than taught as a necessary life skill.  
 
The SODAS model for decision-making has been used across the country as a method of defining problems and 
applying a logical approach to resolving issues….It gives parents a roadmap for teaching children how to solve 
problems and make good decisions.  Using the steps in the SODAS model, teens are able to identify the real 
issues, weigh the pluses and minuses of several options, and come up with solutions that are grounded in reality 
rather than emotion.    SODAS stands for:       
 

S = Situation    O = Options    D = Disadvantages    A = Advantages    S = Solution 
 

The SODAS method helps children and parents think clearly and make decisions based on sound reasoning rather 
than external pressures or spur-of-the-moment feelings. SODAS is a decision-making strategy that can help 
children and parents make decisions together and help children make good decisions on their own. 
 
SODAS works best when you teach your children to look at the "big picture" when they're facing a problem or 
decision. Asking who, what, where, when, why and how questions will help you and your child clearly define the 
problem. Practicing this method will help your child avoid the trap of making a decision based solely on emotion. 
 

How to Use SODAS 

You receive a call that your child got in a fight at school. When he or she gets home, you talk with them about 
what happened. Ask what your child was doing, where it happened and what time of day it was (when) just 
before the fight started. Ask who else was involved,  exactly what the other person (or people) did, why they 
might have done it and how those actions made your child feel. Then ask to tell you what he or she did in 
response. Once you have defined the SITUATION, you can begin discussing the best way to respond in the future. 
  
Encourage your child to think of other ways they could have responded instead of fighting back. Don't state 
outright what they should do; instead, help them think through OPTIONS. Once this is done, encourage thinking 
of the DISADVANTAGES and ADVANTAGES of using each option. It helps to write all this down so you both can 
keep track of what you've discussed. Then ask your child for thoughts on each option. End the process by guiding 
the child toward the option they think will work best and will have the most advantages, and choose that as 
the SOLUTION. 
 
For more difficult decisions, give your child time to choose the best solution. Practice using the SODAS decision-
making method with small, simple problems and work your way up to larger ones, once you are comfortable with 
the technique. If you hold family meetings, use them to teach your children how to use SODAS to solve problems 
and make good decisions as a group, as well as individually. 
 
Article from these sites:  https://www.boystown.org/parenting/article/Pages/sodas-a-sweet-way-to-make-
decisions.aspx https://www.boystown.org/parenting/article/Pages/sodas-a-sweet-way-to-make-decisions.aspx 
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OVERDUE BOOKS 
 
There are lots of 
overdue books. Please 
encourage your student 
to return books as soon 
as they complete them. 
 
Failure to return books 
may result in students 
being prevented from 
participating in end of 
the year events. 

Fullerlibrary.com 

UPDATE 
My total is 19. The 
next monthly 
prize drawing is 
April 1.  

Superman: Dawn Breaker 
 by Matt de la Peña 
Last year’s speaking author, Matt de 
la Peña, has a new book fresh off the 
presses. His latest book is part of the 
DC Icons series. 
   

WIN Making Movies 
 
Students in my WIN block have started working 
on short movies. Using new video equipment 
that is available at Fuller. A new bunch of 
students has joined the Kline’s Kids WIN group, 
and with these additions, we will be able to 
create two short movies. Students are writing, 
acting, filming, and editing these movies on their 
own (with a little assistance and nudges in the 
right direction). Hopefully these will be part of 
the film festival that will take place later this 
spring. 

The afterschool Makerspace session has 
come to an end. Several cool and clever 
things were made and hopefully, the 
students had fun while learning to 
navigate with readily available supplies 
and tools. 

Coming Soon 
(I HOPE) 

Mr. Kline Recommends 

http://fullerlibrary.com/
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Constitutional Convention Simulation 
March 13, 2018 


